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We study some universal features of gravity in higher dimensions and by universal we mean a
feature that remains true in all dimensions ≥ 4. They include: (a) the gravitational dynamics
always follows from the Bianchi derivative of a homogeneous polynomial in Riemann curvature
and it thereby characterizes the Lovelock polynomial action, (b) all the Λ-vacuum solutions of the
Einstein-Lovelock as well as pure Lovelock equation have the same asymptotic limit agreeing with
the d dimensional Einstein solution and (c) gravity inside a uniform density sphere is independent
of the spacetime dimension and it is always given by the Schwarzschild interior solution.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Jb, 04.40.Nr, 04.70.Bw, 04.50.h, 04.50.Kd
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we shall discuss three universal features
of gravity in higher dimensions. By universal we mean
a feature that is carried over to all dimensions ≥ 4.
Gravity is the universal force and hence it could only
be described by the curvature of spacetime [1]. That is
the gravitational equation of motion should follow from
the Riemann curvature. It does indeed do so because
the trace of the vanishing Bianchi derivative of the
Riemann curvature (Bianchi identity) yields a second
order differential operator in terms of the divergence
free second rank symmetric tensor, the Einstein tensor.
This should always happen even when we include higher
order terms in Riemann curvature. There would always
exist an analogue the Einstein tensor for the analogue
of Riemann defined as a homogeneous polynomial in
Riemann. This is the first universal feature we shall
establish by obtaining the gravitational equation from
the vanishing of the trace of the Bianchi derivative of the
homogeneous polynomial tensor which will characterize
the Lovelock polynomial action [2].
Higher order terms in the Lovelock action should
make significant contribution only on the high energy
end, r → 0 in the vacuum solution while the low energy
asymptotic limit, r → ∞ should always tend to the
Einstein solution in the corresponding dimension. We
shall show that all pure Lovelock as well as Einstein-
Lovelock Λ vacuum solutions asymptotically tend to the
corresponding Einstein solution [3]. This is the second
universal feature. It is well known that gravitational
field inside a uniform density sphere is proportional to
r in Newtonian gravity as well as in Einstein gravity
despite its non-linearity. This is a general feature that
should remain true in all dimensions as well as in higher
order Einstein-Lovelock gravity [4]. This means it
would be always described by the Schwarzschild interior
∗e-mail address:nkd@iucaa.ernet.in
solution. This is the third and final universal feature we
would establish.
The paper is organised as follows: Before taking up the
main theme of the paper we would also like to allude on
some of the classical motivations for higher dimensions.
That is what would be done in the next section. Then we
have three sections devoted to the three universal features
which would be followed to conclude in the discussion.
II. WHY HIGHER DIMSNEIONS?
We shall consider two very general classical motiva-
tions for higher dimensions. Since gravity is described
by the Riemann curvature of spacetime and hence gravi-
tational equation of motion would remain valid in all di-
mensions where Riemann curvature is defined. For this
the minimum dimension required is 2 and hence d ≥ 2.
However it turns out that 2 and 3 dimensions are not big
enough to accommodate free propagation and hence we
land in the usual 4 dimension. Now the question arises,
are 4 diemsnions sufficient for description of gravity? Is
there, like the free propagation, any other property that
still remains untapped? How about the high energy ef-
fects - how do we extend a theory to include high energy
modification? The usual method for that is to include
the non-linear terms in the basic variable. For gravity,
the Riemann curvature is the basic variable and so we
should include its square and higher orders in the action.
However the resulting equation should still remain second
order quasi-linear (second derivative must occur linearly)
so that the equation describes a unique evolution for a
given initial value formulation. It turns out that this can
only happen for a particular combination, known as the
Lovelock polynomial [3]. However the higher order Love-
lock terms make non-zero contribution in the equation
of motion only for d ≥ 4. Thus we have to go to higher
dimensions to realize high energy effects [5].
Next we appeal to the general principle that the total
charge for a classical field must always be zero globally
[5]. This is true for the electromagnetic field, how about
2gravity? The charge for gravity is the energy momentum
that is always positive, how could that be neutralized?
The only way it could be neutralized is that the gravita-
tional field the matter creates itself should have charge
of opposite polarity. That means the gravitational in-
teraction energy must be negative and that is why the
field has always to be attractive. Note that gravity is
attractive to make the total charge zero. The negative
charge is however not localizable as it is spread all over
the space. When it is integrated over the whole space
for a mass point, it would perfectly balance the positive
mass. This is what was rigorously established in the fa-
mous ADM calculation [6]. Consider a neighbourhood of
radius R around a mass point. In this region, the total
charge is not zero and there is overdominance of positive
charge as the negative charge lying in the field outside
R has been cut off. Whenever the charge is non zero on
any surface (like for an electrically charged sphere, the
field propagates off the sphere) the field must go off it.
This means gravity must go off the 3-brane (4-spacetime)
in the extra dimension but as it leaks out, its past light
cone would encompass more and more region outside R
and thereby more and more the negative charge. That
is it leaks off the brane with diminishing field strength
and hence it does not penetrate deep enough. This is the
picture quite similar to the Randall-Sundrum braneworld
gravity model [7]. If the matter fields remain confined to
the 3-brane and only gravity leaks into extra dimensions
but not deep enough, then extra dimensions effectively
become small (for probing depth of dimension, we need
some physical probe that goes there). This is an intu-
itively very appealing and enlightening classical consid-
eration why gravity cannot remain confined to 4 dimen-
sion and at the same time why extra dimension cannot
be large?
III. BIANCHI DERIVATIVE
Gravity is the universal force in the sense that it links
to everything including the zero mass particles which
demands that it can only be described by the curvature
of spacetime. This means its dynamics has always to
be goverened by the spacetime geometry - a property of
the curvature. That is, the gravitational field equation
should follow from the Riemann curvature. The Rie-
mann curvature satisfies the Bianchi identity which on
contraction yields the second rank symmetric Einstein
tensor with vanishing divergence. This provides the
appropriate second order differential operator required
for deducing the equation of motion for gravitation -
the Einstein equation. This should always happen even
when higher order terms in curvature are included. It
turns out that it is possible to identify the analogue of
Riemann tensor which is a homogeneous polynomial in
Riemann, and it is the trace of the Bianchi derivative
of this polynomial would provide the analogue of the
Einstein tensor [2]. This leads to a geometric character-
ization of the Lovelock polynomial.
In here, we would refer to high energy behavior of
gravity, that would ask for inclusion of higher order
terms in the curvature. Usually such corrections are
evaluated as perturbations against a fixed background
spacetime provided by the low energy solution. Since
at high energy, spacetime curvature would also be very
strong, hence we cannot resort to the usual perturbative
analysis but instead have to consider the situation
non-perturbatively. That is, include higher order terms
in Riemann curvature, derive the equation of motion and
then seek its solution. For the next order, we include
square of the Riemann curvature and yet we must have a
second order quasilinear (linear in the second derivative)
equation for unique evolution with a proper initial
data. This uniquely identifies a particular combination,
LGB = R
2
abcd − 4R2ab + R2, (where R2ab = RabRab)
known as the Gauss-Bonnet (GB) Lagrangian. This
has remarkable property that the squares of the second
derivative get canceled out leaving the equation quasi-
linear. The variation of this as well as the trace of the
Bianchi derivative of a fourth rank tensor which is a
homogeneous quadratic in Riemann curvature leads to
the analogue of Gab, a divergence free Hab.
We define an analogue of Rabcd as a homogeneous poly-
nomial [2] as
Fabcd = Pabcd −
n− 1
n(d− 1)(d− 2)P (gacgbd − gadgbc) (1)
where
Pabcd = Qab
mnRmncd (2)
and
Qabcd = δ
aba1b1...anbn
cdc1d1...cndn
Ra1b1
c1d1 ...Ranbn
cndn . (3)
Here n is the order of polynomial and Qabcd;d = 0. For
the quadratic case, Pabcd reads as
Pabcd = RabmnRcd
mn + 4R[a
mRb]mcd +RRabcd (4)
where P = LGB. Note that the Bianchi derivative of
Fabcd does not vanish (that only vanishes for Rabcd), how-
ever its trace does vanish to give
− n
2
F cd[cd;e] = He
c
;c = 0 (5)
where
n(Fab −
1
2
Fgab) = Hab. (6)
This is an alternative derivation ofHab which results from
the variation of the corresponding n-th order term in
the Lovelock polynomial which is defined by QabcdR
abcd.
This is yet another characterization, the trace of the
3Bianchi derivative yielding the correponding Hab, of the
Lovelock gravity. In the GB quadratic case by varying
the Lagrangian LGB = R
2
abcd − 4R2ab +R2 we obtain
Hab = 2(RRab − 2RamRbm − 2RmnRambn
+ Ra
mnlRbmnl)−
1
2
LGBgab. (7)
However Hab is non-zero only for d > 4 which means
GB and higher order Lovelock make non-zero contri-
bution in the equation of motion only in dimension
higher than four. This clearly indicates that at high
energies gravity cannot remain confined to the four
dimensions and hence the consideration of higher di-
mensions becomes pertinent and relevant. Its dynamics
in higher dimensions would be governed byHab = −Λgab.
Since the corresponding Hab could always be gotten
from the trace of the Bianchi derivative for any Lovelock
order, gravitational dynamics would thus entirely follow
from the geometric properties of spacetime curvature.
This is a universal feature which is true for all Lovelock
orders and in all dimensions ≥ 4.
IV. LOVELOCK VACUUM SOLUTIONS
Although the Lovelock vacuum solutions are known
for long time [8], [9], [10] we would here like to probe
the universality of their asymptotic large r behaviour
[3]. It turns out that this limit is neutral for pure
Lovelock solution and its Einstein-Lovelock analogue
so long as Λ is non-zero. In particular, the asymptotic
limit of the Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet solution with Λ
has the same form as the pure Gauss-Bonnet solution
and it is the d-dimensional Einstein solution. However
their r → 0 limit is radically different, for the former
the metric remains regular and finite [5] while for the
latter it is singular at r = 0. We would also like to
draw attention to an interesting property of spherically
symmetric vacuum equations that one has ultimately to
solve a single first order equation not withstanding the
enhanced nonlinearity of the Lovelock gravity.
We shall begin with the GB vacuum equation,
Hab = −Λgab (8)
where Hab as given in Eq (7), for the spherically sym-
metric metric,
ds2 = eνdt2 − eλdr2 − r2dΩ2d−2 (9)
where dΩ2d−2 is the metric on a unit (d − 2)-sphere. In
general ν, λ are functions of both t and r, however as
shown in [8] the t-dependence drops out as usual and it
then suffices to take them as functions of r alone. To be-
gin with we have Htt = H
r
r that immediately determines
ν = −λ. With this, let us write the non-zero components
of Hab for the above metric and they read as follows:
Htt = H
r
r = −
d− 2
2r4
(1−e−λ)
(
2re−λλ′+(d−5)(1−e−λ)
)
= −Λ
(10)
Hθθ =
1
2r4
[
r2e−λ(1− e−λ)(−2λ′′ + λ′2)− r2e−2λ(3 − eλ)λ′2
+ (d− 5)(1− e−λ)
(
−4re−λλ′ − (d− 6)(1− e−λ)
)]
= −Λ (11)
where a prime denotes derivative w.r.t r and all the
angular components are equal.
First let us note that the above two equations are not
independent and it can easily be seen that the latter is
a derivative of the former which was first shown for the
usual four dimensional gravity in [11]. It would therefore
suffice to integrate the former alone to get the general
solution. This is what it should be because there is only
one function, λ, to be determined. Eq (10) could be
written as
(rd−5f2)′ =
2Λ
d− 2r
d−2 (12)
which readily integrates to give
e−λ = F = 1− f, f2 = k
rd−5
+ Λ1r
4 (13)
where 2Λ/(d− 1)(d− 2) = Λ1. This is the general solu-
tion of the pure Gauss-Bonnet vacuum which has been
obtained by solving the single first order equation. Its
large r limit would be
F = 1−
√
Λ1r
2 − K
rd−3
(14)
where K = k/2
√
Λ1. This is the Schwarzschild-dS solu-
tion for a d-dimensional spacetime. On the other hand
let us look at the Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet solution (which
is obtained by summing over n = 1, 2;i.e. replacing Hab
in Eq (8) by Gab + αHab) [12],
F = 1 +
r2
2α
[1−
√
1 + 4α(
M
rd−1
+ Λ)] (15)
that would also approximate for large r to
F = 1− Λr2 − M
rd−3
. (16)
Thus the two solutions perfectly agree in the large r
limit. It should however be noted that for the former
the presence of Λ is essential for this limit to exist.
Now we go to the general case and we write G
(n)
ab for
the differential operator resulting from the n-th term in
the Lovelock polynomial and in particular, G
(1)
ab is the
4Einstein tensor and G
(2)
ab = Hab of the Gauss-Bonnet.
Again (Gtt = G
r
r)
(n) will give ν = −λ, and the analogue
of Eq (12) would read as
(rd−2n−1fn)′ =
2Λ
d− 2r
d−2 (17)
and it would readily integrate to give
fn = Λ1r
2n +
k
rd−2n−1
. (18)
Again asymptotically it approximates to
F = 1− Λ1/n1 r2 −
K
rd−3
(19)
where now K = k/nΛ
1/n
1 . This is the d-dimensional
Schwarzschild-dS/AdS black hole (for even n only dS
while for odd n it could be dS/AdS with the sign of
Λ). The corresponding Einstein-Lovelock solution is
simply obtained by summing over n,
∑
n αn on the
left in Eq (17) with a coupling coefficient for each n.
The polynomial on the left becomes difficult to solve
for n ≥ 4. It is however expected that asymptotically
the solution should tend to the Einstein solution in d
dimensions. We have seen that above for the quadratic
n = 2 Gauss-Bonnet case and we have also verified it for
the cubic n = 3 case [13].
Thus we establish that asymptotically the pure Love-
lock for a given order n and the Einstein-Lovelock
(
∑
nG
n
ab) tend to the same limit, the Einstein solu-
tion in d-dimensional dS/AdS spacetime [3]. This is be-
cause higher order Lovelock contributions should wean
out asymptotically, however what is rather interesting is
the fact that even the order n of the Lovelock polynomial
does not matter so long as Λ is included. That is, the
large r limit is free of n indicating a universal asymptotic
behaviour.
V. UNIFORM DENSITY SPHERE
We know that the gravitational potential at any
point inside a fluid sphere is given by −M(r)/rd−3 for
d ≥ 4 dimensional spacetime. Now M(r) =
∫
ρrd−2dr
which for constant density will go as ρrd−1 and then the
potential will go as ρrd−1/rd−3 = ρr2 and is therefore
independent of the dimension. This is an interesting
general result: for the uniform density sphere, gravity
has the universal character that it is independent of the
dimension of spacetime and it always goes as r. It is
then a natural question to ask, does this result carry over
to Einsteinian gravity? In general relativistic language
it is equivalent to asking, does the Schwarzschild interior
solution always describe the field inside a uniform
density sphere in all dimensions d ≥ 4? Not only that
does it carry over to higher order Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet
(Lovelock) gravity? The answer is yes [4].
A. Einstein case
We begin with the general static spherically symmetric
metric given by
ds2 = eνdt2 − eλdr2 − r2dΩ2n−2 (20)
where dΩ2n−2 is the metric on a unit (n − 2)-sphere (in
this Sec. n refers to the dimension of spacetime). For the
Einstein equation in the natural units (8piG = c = 1),
Gab = Rab −
1
2
Rgab = −Tab (21)
and for perfect fluid, T ba = diag(ρ,−p,−p, ...,−p), we
write
e−λ(
λ′
r
− n− 3
r2
) +
n− 3
r2
=
2
n− 2ρ (22)
e−λ(
ν′
r
+
n− 3
r2
)− n− 3
r2
=
2
n− 2p (23)
and the pressure isotropy is given by
e−λ(2ν′′ + ν′
2 − λ′ν′ − 2ν
′
r
)
−2(n− 3)(e
−λλ′
r
+ 2
e−λ
r2
− 2
r2
) = 0. (24)
We write this equation in a form that readily yields the
universal character of the Schwarzschild interior solution
for all n ≥ 4,
e−λ(2ν′′ + ν′
2 − λ′ν′ − 2ν
′ + λ′
r
− 4
r2
) +
4
r2
−2(n− 4)
(
(n− 1)(e
−λ
r2
− 1
r2
) +
2ρ
n− 2
)
= 0. (25)
We now set the coefficient of (n − 4) to zero so that
it remains valid for all n ≥ 4. This then straightway
determines e−λ without integration and it is given by
e−λ = 1− ρ0r2 (26)
where ρ0 = 2ρ/(n− 1)(n− 2). This when put in Eq.
(22) implies constant density. We thus obtain ρ = const.
as the neceessary condition for universality of the
isotropy equation for all n ≥ 4. The sufficient condition
is obvious from the integration of Eq. (22) for ρ = const,
giving the same solution as above where a constant of
integration is set to zero for regularity at the center.
Thus constant density is the necessary and sufficient
condition for universality. Alternatively we can say that
universality identifies uniform density. The universality
is therefore true if and only if density is constant.
As is well known, Eq. (25) on substituting Eq. (26)
admits the general solution as given by
eν/2 = A+Be−λ/2 (27)
5where A and B are constants of integration to be
determined by matching to the exterior solution. This is
the Schwarzschild interior solution for a constant density
sphere that is independent of the dimension except for
a redefinition of the constant density as ρ0. This proves
the universality of the Schwarzschild interior solution for
all n ≥ 4.
The Newtonian result that gravity inside a uniform
density sphere is independent of spacetime dimension is
thus carried over to general relativity as well despite non-
linearity of the equations. That is, Schwarzschild interior
solution is valid for all n ≥ 4. Since there exist more
general actions like Lovelock polynomial and f(R) than
the linear Einstein-Hilbert, it would be interesting to see
whether this result would carry through there as well.
That is what we take up next.
B. Gauss-Bonnet(Lovelock) case
The gravitational equation will now read as
Gab + αH
a
b = −T ab , (28)
where Hab as given in Eq (7). Now density and pressure
would read as follows:
ρ =
(n− 2)e−λ
2r2
(
rλ′ − (n− 3)(1− eλ)
)
+
+
(n− 2)e−2λα˜
2r4
(1− eλ)
(
−2rλ′ + (n− 5)(1− eλ)
)
(29)
p =
(n− 2)e−λ
2r2
(
rν′ + (n− 3)(1− eλ)
)
−
− (n− 2)e
−2λα˜
2r4
(1 − eλ)
(
2rν′ + (n− 5)(1− eλ)
)
(30)
The analogue of the isotropy Eq. (25) takes the form
IGB ≡
(
1 +
2α˜f
r2
)
IE +
2α˜
r
(
f
r2
)
′
[
rψ′ +
f
1− f ψ
]
= 0
(31)
where ψ = eν/2, e−λ = 1− f, α˜ = (n− 3)(n− 4)α and IE
is given by LHS of Eq. (24),
IE ≡
(1− f)
ψ
{
ψ′′ −
(
f ′
2(1− f) +
1
r
)
ψ′ −
− (n− 3)
2r2(1− f) (rf
′ − 2f)ψ
}
.(32)
From Eq. (29), we write
(α˜rn−5f2 + rn−3f)′ =
2
n− 2ρr
n−2 (33)
which integrates for ρ = const. to give
α˜rn−5f2 + rn−3f = ρ0r
n−1 + k (34)
where k is a constant of integration that should be set to
zero for regularity at the center and 2ρ/(n−1)(n−2) = ρ0
as defined earlier. Solving for f , we get
e−λ = 1− f = 1− ρ0GBr2 (35)
where
ρ0GB =
√
1 + 4α˜ρ0 − 1
2α˜
. (36)
So the solution is the same as in the Einstein case and the
appropriate choice of sign is made so as to admit the limit
α → 0 yielding the Einstein ρ0 (the other choice would
imply ρ0GB < 0 for positive α). This, when substituted
in the pressure isotropy Eq (31), would lead to IE =
0 in Eq (32) yielding the solution (27) as before. This
establishes sufficient condition for universality.
For the necessary condition, we have from Eq (31) that
either
( f
r2
)
′
= 0 (37)
or
rψ′ +
f
1− f ψ = 0. (38)
The former straightway leads with the use of Eq
(33) to the same constant density solution (35) and
IE = 0 integrates to Eq. (27) as before. This shows
that universality implies constant density as the nec-
essary condition. For the latter case, when Eq (38) is
substituted in Eq (32) and IE = 0 is now solved for λ,
we again obtain the same solution (35). Eq (33) again
implies ρ = const as the necessary condition. Now ψ is
determined by Eq. (38), which means the constant A
in solution (27) must vanish. Then the solution turns
into de Sitter spacetime with ρ = −p = const. which is
a particular case of the Schwarzschild solution. This is,
however, not a bounded finite distribution.
Thus universality and finiteness of a fluid sphere
uniquely identifies the Schwarzschild interior solution
for Einstein as well as Einstein-Gauss-Bonnet gravity.
That is, gravity inside a fluid sphere of finite radius
always goes as r in all dimensions ≥ 4 so long as the
density is constant. It is described by the Schwarzschild
interior solution. It is only the constant density that
gets redefined in terms of ρ0 and ρ0GB.
Though we have established the universality for EGB,
it would in general be true for the Einstein-Lovelock
gravity. For that we argue as follows. The entire analysis
is based on the two Eqs (31) and (33). The GB contri-
butions in the former appear in the multiplying factor
to the Einstein differential operator, IE and another
term with the factor α˜(f/r2)′. This indicates that the
contributions of higher orders in Lovelock polynomial
will obey this pattern to respect quasilinearity of the
6equation. The higher orders will simply mean inclusion
of the corresponding couplings in the multiplying factor
as well as in the second term appropriately while the
crucial entities, IE and (f/r
2)′ on which the proof of
the universality of the Schwarzschild solution hinges
remain unchanged. On the other hand, Eq (33) is
quadratic in f for the quadratic GB action, which
indicates that the degree of f is tied to the order
of the Lovelock polynomial. It essentially indicates
that as ρ0GB is obtained from a quadratic algebraic
relation, similarly in higher order its analogue will be
determined by the higher degree algebraic relation.
However the solution will always be given by Eq. (35).
Thus what we have shown above explicitly for EGB will
go through for the general Einstein-Lovelock gravity.
Thus the Newtonian result of universality of gravity
inside a uniform density fluid sphere critically hinges
on quasilinearity and would thus only be true for the
Lovelock generalization of the Einstein gravity and not
for any other. It could in a sense be thought of as yet an-
other identifying feature of the Einstein-Lovelock gravity.
There is also an intriguing and unusual feature of
GB(Lovelock) gravity. What happens if the multiplying
factor, 1 + 2α˜f/r2 = 0 in Eq. (31)? Then the entire
equation becomes vacuous, leaving ψ completely free
and undetermined while e−λ = 1 + r2/2α˜. This leads
to p = −ρ = const. = (n − 1)(n − 2)/8α˜, which is an
anti-de Sitter distribution for α ≥ 0. This is a special
prescription where density is given by GB coupling
α. There is no way to determine ψ, and so we have
a case of genuine indeterminacy of the metric. It is
because GB(Lovelock) contributes such a multiplying
factor involving (α, r, f) to the second order quasilin-
ear operator, which could be set to zero and thereby
annulling the equation altogether. This is a typical
feature of Lovelock solutions which have been termed as
geometrically free [8], [9]. Such a situation also occurs in
the Kaluza-Klein split-up of six-dimensional spacetime
into the usual M4 and 2-space of constant curvature in
EGB theory [14].
VI. DISCUSSION
Since gravity is universal it is always interesting to
probe its universal features in various settings. We had
set out to establish three universal features of gravity
in higher dimensions. The first one was driven by
the fact that gravitational equation of motion should
always follow from the geometric properties of Riemann
curvature even when higher orders in curvature are
included. By suitably defining the analogue of Riemann
as a homogeneous polynomial in Riemann, we have
derived the analogue of the Einstein tensor by the
vanishing trace of its Bianchi derivative for the any order
in Lovelock polynomial. This is a novel characterization
of the Lovelock polynomial [2]. Since it is derived from
a geometric property, it is universal.
Next feature is driven by the physical consideration
that higher order Lovelock effects should appear as
high energy corrections to the Einstein gravity and
hence they should evaporate out in the low energy
asymptotic limit, r → ∞. That is all the vacuum
solutions asymptotically tend to the Einstein solution in
general d dimensions. This is true for both pure Lovelock
as well as Einstein-GB(Lovelock) solutions. However
for the former non-zero Λ is necessary for the asymp-
totic expansion. Here the universality means that the
asymptotic limit is independent of the Lovelock order [3].
Finally it is obvious in the Newtonian theory that
gravity inside a uniform density sphere is independent of
the spacetime dimension simply because the dimensional
change in both mass enclosed in certain radius and grav-
itational potential square out the spacetime dimension
and hence it always goes as r. This is a general result that
should be universally true for any good theory of gravity.
We establish it for the Einstein as well as for Einstein-
Lovelock gravity and its uniqueness. That is it would
not be true for other generalizations like f(R) theories.
This is yet another characterization of the Lovelock grav-
ity. It turns out that uniform density is necessary and
sufficient condition for universality of the Schwarzschild
interior solution [4].
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